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Clinical Laboratory Partners with A2iA
to Address Double-Digit Growth of Incoming Requisition Forms
A2iA’s technology allows laboratory to scale its business without the need for additional FTEs.
New Orleans / New York, March 4, 2013, (HIMSS13 Booth #4773) – A2iA (@A2iA), the
worldwide leading developer of cursive handwriting and complex data recognition, and intelligent
document classification software, announced today that it has entered into a partnership with a U.S.based clinical laboratory to automatically locate and lift key data from incoming requisition forms.
Implementation Services are also being delivered by A2iA’s Professional Services Team, to ensure
the organization meets its aggressive roll-out plan.
According to the deal, the laboratory is experiencing double-digit growth and needs to quickly and
cost-effectively process the mounting volumes of requisition forms without increasing its overhead.
A2iA FieldReader™, A2iA’s software recognition toolkit designed for extracting information from
structured and semi-structured forms, is helping to scale the lab’s business, allowing them to
address growing workflows without the need to hire additional FTEs (Full Time Equivalents).
A2iA’s Healthcare Solutions
A2iA’s Healthcare Team will be at the HIMSS13 Annual Conference & Exposition, Booth #4773,
March 3-7, 2013, discussing its software available for integration into healthcare applications, such
as those for Computer Assisted Coding (CAC), Electronic Medical Records (EMR), Explanation of
Benefits (EOB) and Claims. By automatically lifting and indexing printed and handwritten data
from clinical documentation, patient charts, lab requisitions and forms, A2iA is addressing the
hybrid workflow, reducing costs, improving processing times and helping to ensure patient privacy.
About A2iA
A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is the worldwide leading
developer of handwritten and machine printed text recognition, information extraction and
intelligent document classification software. A2iA’s award-winning toolkits, available for
integration into software applications and for use within BPO / service bureau environments, leave
room for customization and help make complex data and cursive handwriting searchable and
reportable. Without the use of any third-party technology, A2iA’s technology is proven to reduce
costs and nearly eliminate data-entry and manual document processing. For more information, visit
www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within the Americas, or +33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA
or Asia.
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